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ABSTRACT 

 

The Central Test and Evaluation Investment Program (CTEIP) Integrated Network Enhanced 

Telemetry (iNET) program is currently testing networked telemetry transceivers (IP.TM-Tx/Rx) 

using the Internet Protocol (IP), for use in telemetry (TM) channels.  A unique characteristic of 

networked telemetry channel is packet drops due to radio frequency (RF) signal dynamics, i.e., 

terrain, weather, aircraft attitude, manmade objects, etc..  One of the key measures of the IP.TM-

Tx/Rx is reliability is link availability (LA), and a key element of LA is time to resynchronize 

after RF link loss.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In this paper we discuss a method and results to model resynchronization time and simulate a 

degraded channel to estimate a measure on the time for a Teletronics Technology Corporation 

(TTC) IP.TM-Tx/Rx to resynchronize after RF signal loss.  We test the IP.TM-Tx/Rx in a two-

node degraded channel, under four modulation schemes of an Orthogonal Frequency Division 

Multiplexed (OFDM) signal, over three Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) timing epochs.  

For our discussion, a modulation scheme entails a waveform type, which is either fixed or 

variable, a forward error correction code (FEC) and an adaptive power level.  A timing epoch 

entails ratio of sink-to-source transmission time over a one second epoch. 

 

 

TEST METHOD 

 

To estimate the time to resynchronize – which we expected to be relatively short with respect to 

the transmission epoch – we created a model of epoch time variation based on known link 

availability.  To simulate channel degradation we generated Ethernet traffic with a Spirent 

network emulator and switched the channel into binary states (ON | OFF) of high and low 

impedance to force RF signal loss and transceiver resynchronization.  We processed time 
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measures based on increasing and stale packet data, as described below, to statistically estimate 

the resynchronization time.   

 

Degraded Channel and Tuned Payload: 

We degrade the channel with a high dB attenuator to impede signal transception between two 

IP.TM-Tx/Rx carrying unidirectional universal datagram protocol (UDP) transport-layer payload 

from emulated wired Ethernet terminals.  We use UDP to allow for dropped packets.  The traffic 

flow is unidirectional, which we designate from source to sink.  We ‘tune’ traffic payload (in 

bytes) and frames per second (FPS) between ‘wired and wireless sides’ of each node to a 

maximum transmission unit (MTU) in bytes for each modulation scheme such that there are no 

significant packet drops in the pristine ‘ON’ channel.  We then capture transmission packets with 

an emulator application that samples time-tagged byte counts of the tuned traffic at the data-link 

layer and stores count-time samples in a spreadsheet for analysis.   

 

Test Configuration-Traffic Emulator: 

Using a Spirent Ethernet traffic emulator, we configure the two wired sides of the nodes.  The 

wireless channel is linked through a switched (0|80dB) attenuator.  The channel is switched over 

a 2s, 50% duty-cycle clock (½ -period = 1s, our epoch-time), which is triggered by the source 

GPS-1pps clock.  We configure the emulator to capture time-stamped Ethernet packets at ms 

accuracy with precision 0.1s over approximately 65s intervals, for each modulation scheme and 

epoch timing.  The emulator is also GPS-1pps triggered for clock alignment.   

 

Test Configuration-Transceivers: 

Using the TTC transceiver command-line interface (CLI), we configure each for three timing 

epochs of 1:1, 10:10 and 4:16.  These designators signify sink : source slot-time message ratios 

of the epoch-time.  For each epoch we test four OFDM modulation modes: BPSK4, QPSK4, 

QAM164 and AUTO.  The ‘4’ represents ¾ forward error correction (¾FEC) coding.  AUTO 

mode selects a modulation mode based on channel conditions, and is not restricted to ¾FEC.  

AUTO mode can and does run ½FEC.  The power leveling is automated by an IP.TM-Tx/Rx 

algorithm.   

 

 

DATA SAMPLING, MODELING AND PROCESSING 

 

Data Sampling: 

The Spirent emulator captures data packets at the link-layer and time-tags data accurate to 1ms 

intervals resolved to 0.1s precision.  There are ~65x10
3
 samples over a ~65s sample interval, of 

which ~32 are in the ‘OFF state’ and ~32 ‘ON states’ of 1s each.  We sample all data and cull 

timing information to these 32 intervals of 1s plus the unknown time, t, to resynchronize when 

the state transitions from OFF to ON.  Thus our data model is resync-time is a positive variation 

of a unit: 1 + t.  We use two differences and offsets to cull the variations, t. 

 

Data Analysis Model: 

From the ~32 OFF and ON intervals, each duration 1s, we filter ~65x10
3
 samples down to 32 

data points of counts and time.  We create a statistical means-model based on the equivalence of 
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1
st
 variation of a 1 second epoch-time of the 2

nd
 difference of our processing algorithm sample 

set:  



t(1)  1 + t  1 + (t)  .      (1) 

 

Where (t) is the mean of all time measures of a modulation scheme,  is a vector of sample 

residuals, of an assumed zero mean ( = 0)  normal-, N(0,

), time series; (t) serves as the 

variant origin.  In our model, 1 is the unit of our timing, and 2
nd

 difference 

t is the differenced 

measures modulo this timing unit: the timing unit is the epoch-time plus a sink bias-time due to 

epoch messaging structure and sample clocking.  The epoch-time is a composite of transceiver 

slot-times, in which a node either receives (sinks) or transmits (sources) message traffic.  Slot-

time is a composite of 1ms frames, and minimum slot-time duration is 5ms, or 5 frames.  From 

these details we create a model of delta-time as a function of resync-time for the sampled data 

and known timing constants:  



t
e
m,k(1k) = 1k + t

e
m,k; k{1,…,K},      (2a)   

1k  T1pps,k + T
e
snk,k  (measure time-unit),     (2b.1) 

1K  T1pps + T
e
snk. (measure time-series-unit)    (2b.2) 

 

Subscript ‘m’ indexes the set of four modulation mnemonics: {BP4, QP4, QA4, A}; the 

superscript ‘e’ indexes the set three epoch mnemonics: {1:1,4:16,10:10}; and K designates the 

samples culled via our processing the time-series per modulation mode.  Assuming a simple 

means-model for resync-time we have in time-series element form: 

t
e
m,k=(t

e
m)  

e
m,k ; k{1,…,K}.      (3a.1) 

 

In a time-series array form, for all k, we rewrite (2) and (3a) as: 

t
e
m = (t

e
m)  

e
m,           (3a.2) 



t

e
m(1K)  1K + (t

e
m)  

e
m.      (3b) 

 

Where data array t
e
mk designates the resync-times we seek, and 

e
m is an array of scalar 

sampling errors, 
e
m,k, the assumed normally distributed, zero mean of unknown variance: 

N(0,

)  – ‘white-noise’ – residuals.  The sample clock constant, T1pps is a time window on the 

epoch.  Each clock ½-period is trigger-aligned on GPS-1pps edge controls switching ‘ON and 

OFF’ times.  The sample clock period is Tsample = 2s, so the ON and OFF windows are T1pps = 

Tsample/2 = 1s.   

 

Tuning Payload: 

To tune payload we match the Ethernet MTU (in bytes per frame (BPF)) to the radio data rate.  

All rates are based on these time constants: 

Tepoch = 1000ms = 1s;  Tsample = 2s; T½pps = ½Tsample = 1s; Tframe = 1ms 

Tsink = Tsource = 5Tframe; Tgrd  1Tframe 

 

And message structure satisfy: 

Tsnk  Tsink; Tsrc  Tsource       (4a.1) 

Tmsg = Tsink + Tsource = ( + )5Tframe = ( + )5ms    (4a.2) 

Tsnk/Tsrc = Tsink/Tsource = Tframe/Tframe = /    (4a.3) 
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The transmission ratio is a composite of source to message ratio,  

rsrc/msg = Tsrc/Tmsg = (),       (4b.1) 

 

and source minus guard to source ratio,  

rgrd/src = Tsrc – Tgrd/Tsrc = ().      (4b.2) 

 

So, 

(rsrc/msg)(rgrd/src) = ()() = ()().    (4c.1) 

 

This is the ratio of ‘guarded transmission’ with respect to message.  For obvious reasons we 

define the radio transmission ratio: 

radio  ()().        (4c.2) 

 

The transmission ratio is dimensionless and serves as an operator.  We can use it to find the 

radio payload transmission rate and transmission time: 

Repoch = radio(Rframe) = radio(10
3
 FPS); Tepoch = radio(1000ms).  (4d) 

 

Epoch and Ethernet loads are: 

Lepoch = Repoch x bBPF = Repoch x hMTU,     (4e.1) 

Leth = Reth x bBPF = Repoch x hMTU.      (4e.2) 

1 h 4, 751 b 036 

 

We tune the radio and Ethernet via equal MTUs: 

Leth/Reth = hMTU = Lepoch/Repoch,      (4f.1) 

Leth = Reth(Lepoch)/Repoch = Lepoch(Reth/Repoch) = Reth/Repoch(Lepoch),  (4f.2) 

Reth/Repoch = Reth/radio(Rframe) = 


radio(10
3
 FPS) Reth.    (4f.3) 

 

This last is the Ethernet rate modulo the transmission ratio.  We define the Ethernet-Epoch rate 

ratio:  




eth/epoch 


radio Reth/Rframe.       (4g) 

 

So we can operate the epoch load to yield the Ethernet load.  This is how we tune the payload 

traffic flow. 

Leth = 


eth/radio(Lepoch).        (4h) 

 

Data Processing: 

The processing algorithm is: 

1. Get time and count arrays: yields time-series matrix [c,t].   

2. 1
st
 delta-counts and time, [c,t] with zeros: yields matrix [c,t], adjacent 

differences. 

3. 2
nd

 delta zeros removed: yields matrix [

c,


t], interval difference: ‘delta-time’ and 

‘delta-counts’. 

4. Filter 

t with ‘time-offsets’ via ‘time-window’: W[


t| TL,TU]: yields ‘resync-time’ 

(t) we seek as an error distribution. 
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The period drifts, and ‘drift error’ is realized with offset correction modulo the sum of epoch-

time, Tepoch = 1s and bias-time, T
e
bias, which is sink slot-time duration, for each culled sample.  

We correct for these offsets and model them as arrays scalar errors.  To offset we refer the epoch 

to the GPS-1pps: (T1pps,k – Tepoch)
e
k; and the bias to the sink slot-time: (T

e
snk,k – T

e
bias)

e
b,k.  

We then fold these errors and the sample measure error into one N(0,T

) residual distribution. 

We have an error array:  


e
m,b,k 

e
k + 

e
b,k + 

e
m,k = 1k – 1M + 

e
m,k; k{1,…,K}.   (5a)   

 

In array form for all k, and from (6b.3) below: 


e
m,b

e
 + 

e
b + 

e
m = 1K – 1M + 

e
m.      (5b) 

 

Total error includes trigger clock drift, slot bias jitter and sampling errors.  Twice differencing 

the matrix [c,t], yields (3b) we filter with theoretical offsets via a time-window filter:  

W[t| TL,TU]  t:{tt| TL  t TU}.        (6a.1) 

 

This operation filters the resync-time plus sample-clock ½-period and sink slot-time biases, 

which contribute to ‘total error’ via this process.  Using definition (3c): 

W[

t

e
m| TL,TU]  TL 1K + (t

e
m)  

e
m TU,    (6a.2) 

 

where: 

TL = 1M + Tl (resync-time lower bound offset by unit),   (6b.1)  

TU = 1M + Tu (resync-time upper bound offset by unit),   (6b.2) 

1M  Tepoch + T
e
bias = 1 + T

e
bias (model time-unit).    (6b.3) 

 

Offsetting the window filter by Ts yields: 

W[

t

e
m – 1M | TL – 1M ,TU – 1M]  Tl (t

e
m) + 1K – 1M + 

e
m Tu. (6a.3) 

 

After processing, we have a matrix of 30 plus (K = 30+) samples.  In (5d) we simplified (3b) 

using (2b.2), (5b), (6c.3) and we substitute 


e
m  (t

e
m),         (7a) 

 

to get: 

t
e
m= 

e
m  1K – 1M + 

e
m,       (7b.1) 

 

or collecting all errors, simply: 

 

t
e
m

e
m  

e
m,b.        (7b.2) 

 

 

These are the resync-times we seek as a data distribution.  Also note that delta-counts are 

counted to filter delta-times (3b).  We use counts to confirm payload, which should approximate 

the MTU of the Ethernet traffic ‘tuned’ to the modulation-epoch scheme: MTU
e
m.  As it turns 

out, all 

c

c  hMTU

e
m ; h{1,…,4}.      (8) 
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All time-tagged counts are stored in spreadsheet format for easy export for later analyses.  We 

discuss analyses next and then summarize our results in the conclusion. 

 

 

DATA ANALYSES AND INTERPRETATION 

 

We use Microsoft Excel™ and R (open source statistical program), for standard statistical 

analyses.  We analyze via our means model to derive a Confidence Interval (CI) statistic on t
e
m 

for each modulation mode within an epoch.  We then extend the means model to an effects model 

for an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) on t
e
m for all modulation modes across epochs.  We 

employ a one- and two-factor ANOVA respectively for modulation schemes within an epoch, 

and modulation within and across epoch.   

 

 

TEST RESULTS 

 

Confidence Interval: 

Figure 1 shows CI results of a 2-node channel for epoch 1:1 at 5ms.  From the table we can list 

the resync-times (in ms) to 95% confidence of 31 degrees of freedom, using the simplified 

nomenclature yields: 

CIp(
e
m) = 

e
m  q(t

e
m)/n.      (9a.1) 

 

For our data and 95% confidence: 

CI.95(
e
m) = 

e
m  (2.0395)

 e
m/31.     (9a.2) 

 

For our data in a 2-node TDMA of 1 epoch ratio at 5ms frames, these resolve as: 

 CI.95(
1:1

BP4) = 2.0006  0.0012     

 CI.95(
1:1

QP4) = 1.9894  0.1039     

 CI.95(
1:1

QA4) = 1.9995  0.0009    

 CI.95(
1:1

A)  = 2.4691  0.1784 

 

The CI.95 results of  ratio at 5ms are: 

 CI.95(
4:16

BP4) = 3.2438  0.1560     

 CI.95(
4:16

QP4) = 2.5006  0.1992     

 CI.95(
4:16

QA4) = 2.008  0.0007    

 CI.95(
4:16

A)  = 2.0310  0.0622 

 

The CI.95 results of  ratio at 5ms are: 

 CI.95(
10:10

BP4) = 3.1879  0.2890    

 CI.95(
10:10

QP4) = 2.0933  0.1042    

 CI.95(
10:10

QA4) = 2.808  0.1608    

 CI.95(
10:10

A) = 2.2187  0.1479    

 

The length of the confidence interval is 

|CI().95| q/n.       (9b) 
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This interval centers on sample mean time .  The sample standard deviation, , is an estimate of 

population standard deviation for resync-times; /n denotes the standard error for ‘n’ degrees 

of freedom, and q is a quantile weighting factor of the residual-distribution.  For our tests, we 

chose 95% confidence, so q = 2.0395 for a Normal distribution. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Data and 95% CI for Resync-Time Statistics for  Epoch at 5ms 

 

 

ANOVA: 

We ran ANOVA to find any statistical significance between resync-times within and across 

modulations, and across epochs.  Figure 1 also shows the ‘one-way’ ANOVA for epoch 1:1 

alone.  The model is based on equation (3), which contains one dependent variable, resync-time, 

and one independent factor, modulation.  Note the very small ‘p-value’ – an indicator of the 

probability of occurrence that the variation between modulations being significantly different 

than the variation within any one modulation scheme.  The very small probability of this random 
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event indicates there is a statistically significant difference between resync-time due to 

modulation.  But for practical purposes, the differences are not important.   

 

 

 
 

Figure 2: ANOVA for Resync-Time across All Epochs 

 

 

For the ‘two-way’ ANOVA we model variation due to modulation and epoch structure, so we 

extend the mean of equation (3) to an effects model by extension of the mean to include effects 

due to modulation and epoch:  


e
m  m

e
.        (10a) 

 

If we assumed interaction between effects:  

t
e
m,k = m

e


e
m 

e
m,k ; k{1,…,K}.    (10b) 

 

Where, , is the grand-mean, m is the modulation effect and 
e
 is the epoch effect, and 


e
mdenotes the interaction effect of modulation and epoch, 

e
m,k is the error.  In this model, 
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the ‘effects’ cause variation around the grand-mean, .  The two-factor ANOVA compares all 

modulations and epochs, as shown in Figure 2.  I’ve left the data table out, as it is too long to fit 

legibly.  All data is included in the attached Excel workbook, and available on request.   

 

 

CONCLUSION 

We have presented a viable test method for determining a very small duration of time for a 

known TDMA epoch of a commercially available networked telemetry transceiver to 

resynchronize.  We were able to isolate and analyze this resynchronization time using standard 

network testing tools, statistical models and analyses.  In the ANOVA results, small p-values of 

the analyses indicate that there is a statistical significance with respect to modulation and  epoch 

structure (see row p-value in one- and two- factor tables), i.e., the variation across modulation 

schemes is statistically significant with respect to modulation within an epoch structure.  If we 

examine resync-time over epochs, the average time is also significantly different with respect to 

epoch.  But these differences have no practical effect on channel recovery due to signal 

dynamics.  The small CIs for each modulation scheme suggests our samples are a good estimate 

of the ‘unknown population mean’ that represents the transceiver resync-time and epoch 

reacquire-time.  Whatever the form of ANOVA model employed, we are confident that resync-

time never exceeds the duration of minimum slot-time of 5ms.   
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